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From the July 11, 2021 Mobile Simplex Test

This is an initial very rough draft

- Doug KIO and his Yagi antenna were the top performers by a long shot.

- a lot of people could only hear the mobiles when they were "close"

- reception seemed to be all or nothing for a lot of people: N's and S's but no W's in between.

- Brett has an S9 background noise level

- John MSV had some antenna issues, and noticed that a handheld was outperforming his 
base station a few times

- some people didn't understand how squelch works, or how to set it for a simplex test.

- if we were doing this again, should we start at the central point, or at the 4 or 8 Km transmit 
locations?

- if we'd had north and southbound mobiles, the center of the maps would be a solid mass of 
lines, and it might take me a week to produce it, and the map would be 3 feet by 3 feet.

- consensus was that 30 seconds transmit time would be enough to generate a signal report, 
and this would save a bit of time with 4 mobiles.

- people did well on giving concise, one word signal reports but there were still a couple of rag
chewers

- should have put a notice on the LARC website inviting club members in general to 
participate, although if we had twice the people, it would take twice as long

- should have given drivers details a week in advance, including map & location printouts

- I might require people to preregister for the next test, so that radio and antenna details, and 
locations don't need to be gathered on the air.

- we should talk about Mike's idea of using the radio reverse button, so the GYQ repeater's 
receive frequency becomes our test simplex frequency. Might practice that on some ARES 
nets so people who rarely/never use reverse (like me) get comfortable with it before the test.

There are 2 approaches:

1) The mobiles use the reverse button when they send a test message. Their transmission 
will appear on the repeater’s transmit frequency. All operators that are tuned in to the repeater
will hear the simplex transmission from the mobile, without the need for any special action. 
Because it’s not on the repeater’s input frequency, the repeater ignores the test transmission.

2) The mobiles transmit as if they were talking to the repeater, which will in fact transmit on its
send frequency. However, the participants push their reverse button, so they hear what’s 
being sent on the repeater’s receive frequency, by the mobile.

Approach number 1 seems a lot simpler for participants

-should our mobiles have more power - say 40 to 50 watts?

- should our mobiles have identical antennas to make comparisons easier?



- Bogdan suggested a reorganization of the results spreadsheet, with signal reports for each 
participant going from west to east in increasing columns. I like it, and have adopted it.

- using a simplex frequency closer to the center of the 2 meter band than 147.57 has been 
suggested, because most antennas are optimized for that range. This would be achieved by 
using the repeater’s transmit frequency, 145.350.

- good idea to get mobiles together at the start and use first transmission as a shakedown. If 
there are problems with mobiles, or participants rigs, best to find out sooner than later.

- in results chart 6+, the orange highlighted numbers are weighted connection counts from 
each transmit location. The blue highlighted numbers are weighted connection counts for 
each participant. The weightings are 2 for a Strong signal, 1 for a weak signal, and 0 for 
nothing heard.


